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Disk Cleaner - Disc.Thacamama Thacamama is an
archaeological site at Goa, which dates to the Iron Age. It is an
ancient site of the Thakar Dynasty. History Thacamama is the
oldest continually inhabited settlement in Goa and one of the
first true "city-states" in the subcontinent. Historians consider
the building of the city to have been started by the Bhillaas or
Bhilalaas from the banks of the Nerbudda in the 8th century
A.D. (650-750 AD). By the 10th century, Thacamama was the
capital of the region. Iron Age Thacamama was the capital of
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the kingdom of the Korwa dynasty, comprising the areas around
Goa, Porvorim and Bombay. The kingdom became a part of the
Chalukya Empire. The rulers of the Korwa dynasty were, up to
the 4th or 5th century AD (early Christian era), the Chalukya
rulers. After the rule of the Chalukyas, the rulers were from the
Thakar dynasties. "At this point in time, there was a great
cultural revival as far as art and architecture in the general south
of India." The Vijay-karnata, the predecessor of the Shivakarnata in Goa, was first given by King Pulakeshin II of the
southern Chalukya dynasty to the Kamarajas of Pattadakal
(Pattadakal means capital city) in Karnataka. The capital,
Thakor, and other cities such as Gomantak, which were later
abandoned, were excavated during the 1950s by the
Archaeological Survey of India. The excavations were largely
abandoned due to poor planning and lack of financial support.
The excavation of the great temples was later taken up by the
Archaeological Survey of India's South Konkan project. The
south Konkan area is rich in ancient towns of the Chalukya
dynasties. The ruins of Thacor and the other ancient sites are
still visible in the forests near the village of Thakor in South
Goa. Site description The archaeological excavations and
archaeological survey of the ancient cities are located inside the
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